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Re: So many problems with VAD Bill 

Dear Health and Environment Committee, 

Dear Mark  
I am deeply troubled by the Voluntary Assisted Dying 2021 Bill. 

I have followed the sad progression of so called VAD practices in Europe since there commencement. In all 
instances they begin with so called adequate safe guards [ safe for whom? [deadly for most] and almost 
immediately there is pressure to widen the scope and be "Kind and inclusive." in some jurisdictions accurate 
records are no longer kept or rigorously scrutinised and no one knows what is really happening. 

Disgrace to humanity to allow this to happen leave alone be party to instigating this practice.  
Do you consider your selves qualified or any other human to decide what qualifies as a good or a bad death. 

If you think you know, i would recommend you do more reading.  

You do not defeat death by your so called authorising of a third party kill some one. Who do you think you 
are?  
Everyone will die and then face the consequences of their life. 

We need to make it possible for more tender considerate and loving care to be given to the dying by those 
beautiful compassionate people called to this work.  

I don't think you or I would even make the job interview list. The best we can do is be grateful for these 
people and encourage them in any way we can.  

Yours Sincerely  
Warren Bray 

Sincerely,  
Warren Bray 
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